
WALL 3125 Full-Motion TV WallWALL 3125 Full-Motion TV Wall
MountMount

Article number (SKU) 8352110
Colour Black

Key benefitsKey benefits

Simply Smart Value: Great comfort for an affordable price
Tilt (up to 20°) to avoid reflections
Smoothly turn your TV up to 120°
Guide your cables
Easily level your TV even after installation
Use the app and mark the first drilling hole easily!

TV bracket with turning function for smaller TVsTV bracket with turning function for smaller TVs
The WALL 3125 full motion TV bracket has a maximum weight
capacity of 15 kg. Almost any model of TV, from 19" to 40" (48-
102 cm), can be mounted on the wall with the WALL 3125. The
maximum turning angle is 120° and the max. tilting angle is 20°.

Your TV moves in all directionsYour TV moves in all directions
Mount your TV on the wall with a full motion WALL TV bracket
for the best view of your TV from anywhere in the room. You
simply turn the TV towards you. You never again have to worry
about annoying reflections. With the WALL full-motion wall
mount, you can turn your TV to any desired position.
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SpecificationsSpecifications
Product specificationsProduct specifications
Product type number WALL 3125
Article number (SKU) 8352110
Colour Black
EAN single box 8712285335303
Product size S
TÜV certified Yes
Tilt Tilt -10°/+10°
Turn Up to 120°
Guarantee Lifetime
Min. screen size (inch) 19
Max. screen size (inch) 40
Max. weight load (kg) 15
Min. hole pattern n/amm x n/amm
Max. hole pattern n/amm x n/amm
Standard fixed VESA patterns 100 mm x 100

mm
200 mm x 100
mm
200 mm x 200
mm

Max. bolt size M8
Max. height of interface (mm) 227
Max. width of interface (mm) 318

FeaturesFeatures
Special features Cable guiding included
Functionality Turn
Number of arms 1
Number of pivot points 2

Technical specifications andTechnical specifications and
dimensionsdimensions
Min. distance to the wall (mm) 58
Max. distance to the wall (mm) 238
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